Kyndryl Security Operations
and Response Services
Highlights
– Around-the-clock threat detection and
rapid response capability
– Advanced threat discovery and response
to detected security incidents
– Incident triage and response with threat
intelligence forensics
Security operations teams are facing more pressure
than ever, from sophisticated threat actors using
increasingly disruptive attack techniques to rapidly
expanding attack surfaces in the wake of pandemicdriven digital transformation. By 2025, Gartner 1 predicts
that 70% of CEOs will mandate a culture of resilience
to survive coinciding threats including cybercrime from
COVID-19, cybercrime, severe weather events, civil
unrest, and political instabilities.
Kyndryl can help. Powered by next-generation technologies and analytics, Kyndryl™ Security Operations and
Response Services are designed to help your business
to confidently detect, triage, investigate, and respond
to advanced security threats. Our end-to-end threat
management solution integrates offensive testing,
managed security services, artificial intelligence, and
incident response for a comprehensive approach to
threat management.

Around-the-clock threat detection
and rapid response capability
We’ll help you discover and respond to detected security
incidents. Our 24x7 threat detection and fast response
capabilities are fueled by threat intelligence and proactive
threat hunting to catch incidents as soon as—or even
before—they arise.
Establish and strength
linkage between security
and resiliency
Identify, detect, and
respond consistently
to threats
Improve transparency and
visibility into real-time
ticket details

Advanced threat discovery and response
to detected security incidents

Incident triage and response with
threat intelligence forensics

We’ll help you mitigate the impact of disruption with

We’ll help you respond to detected security incidents, with

capabilities to automatically recover critical business

incident triage, incident response, threat intelligence curation

processes and data. Our end-to-end framework empowers

and management, and compliance. While we help you detect
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and respond to security incidents, we’ll also help you curate

from adverse conditions impacting cyber-enabled services.

threat intelligence and improve visibility into ticket details to
further strengthen security and weave cyber resilience into

Identify necessary actions

the organizational fabric of your business.

to protect the environment
with in-depth monitoring

Support emergency incident
response with preventative

Get end-to-end threat

actions

management for unmanaged
devices across industries

Significantly reduce response
times to mitigate the impact

Integrate offensive testing,

of a security incident

managed security services,
artificial intelligence, and

Streamline security and

incident response capabilities

resiliency approach while
leveraging the expertise
of strategic partners

Why Kyndryl?
Kyndryl has deep expertise in designing, running, and
managing the most modern, efficient, and reliable technology
infrastructure that the world depends on every day. We are
deeply committed to advancing the critical infrastructure that
powers human progress. We’re building on our foundation of
excellence by creating systems in new ways: bringing in the
right partners, investing in our business, and working side by
side with our customers to unlock potential. With more than
7500 skilled security and resiliency practitioners worldwide,
we have decades of experience working with customers to
protect against, respond to, and recover from some of the
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world’s most challenging cyberattacks and disasters.
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To learn more about Kyndryl Security Operations
and Response Services, please contact your Kyndryl
representative or visit kyndryl.com/us/en/services/
cyber-resilience/security-operations
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